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1. Suppoose we obbtain the followingg recurren
nce formu
ula of tim
me compleexity for
solvinng a probleem:
T
T(n)=b, if n ≤ 2
T
T(n)=2T(n//2) +cn2, if
i n > 2,
wheree n is thhe input size
s
of thhe solved
d problem
m. Please derive the
t
time
compllexity andd representt it with O notation. (15%)
2. Designn an algorrithm to find
f
both the minim
mum and the maxim
mum of n elements
e
with aat most 3nn/2 comp
parisons. ( 15%)
3. Presennt an algorithm for solving thhe minimu
um spanning tree prroblem of a graph.
And aanalyze thee time com
mplexity oof your alg
gorithm. (1
15%)
4. In thee searchiing strategy, explaain bread
dth-first search,
s
ddepth-first search,
best-fi
first searchh and hill climbing. (10%)
5. I n thhe self-orrganizing sequentiaal search heuristicss, what aare the trranspose
heurisstics, movee-to-front heuristicss and coun
nt heuristiccs? (15%))
6. Prove that the clique
c
deccision prooblem poly
ynomially
y reduces to the nod
de cover
decision problem
m. (15%)
7. There are 9 row
ws in the magic
m
trianngle, wherre row i haas i cells, shown as follows.
The nuumber in each cell is the sum
m of the tw
wo cells beelow it. Foor example, 255 is
the suum of the two cells in row 22, not show
wn in the figure. P lease calcculate all
missinng numberrs and fill in the triaangle. You
ur answer has been written in
n 9 rows,
each rrow (from
m left to rig
ght) correesponds to
o one row of the triaangle, from
m top to
bottom
m. Note yoour answeer must incclude the numbers
n
already
a
in the figuree. (15%)
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